First Responder – Scouts will learn some basic first aid and emergency preparedness
skills. They learn to respond to situations like choking, shock, bites and stings, cuts,
cuts, burns, and more.
Swim Lessons - Get comfortable in the water and learn to hone your skills. Practice
makes perfect, and staff is here to help you reach your goals. This is for Non-Swimmers
and Beginners only!
Aquatics (BEAR/WOLF) – For this, Bears and Wolves will work on Salmon Run (Bear)
and Spirit of the Water (Wolf).
Aquanaut - For the Aquanaut adventure, Webelos learn about safety in the water while
swimming and boating and practice their aquatics skills. All Swimming Abilities
welcome.
Kayaking - Scouts will learn how to use a solo craft while boating on KY Lake. Scouts
will know how to properly use equipment such as a paddle and how to correctly operate
a kayak. This will be offered during Free Time on Saturday.
Canoeing - Scouts will be able to use teamwork to paddle on KY Lake. Scouts will
know how to properly use equipment such as a paddle and how to correctly operate a
canoe. This will be offered during Free Time on Saturday.
Fishing – Fishing is available during free time each day along the water front areas
(NOT AQUATICS). You will need to provide your own fishing equipment for this.
Crystals - Come create crystals with us as we learn about how crystals form naturally
and where you can find crystals close to home. We will look at everything from the types
of stones that are classified as crystals to how geodes are formed.
Bird Study - Did you think bird watching was the only way to learn about our fabulous
flying friends? Think again friend, in this class we will adventure in building a bird's nest
and learning about everything from what they eat to where they fly and why.
Shield Crafting - Come make your own shield to protect yourself in battle! You'll get to
decorate and have your very own shield.
Chess - Come learn how to play chess and play against one another to find who the
chess master is!
Art - come make some art outside with a mixture of materials and get creative! We will
also be making a clay sculpture of your very own!
Rifle - Classes will focus on requirements with time for shooting and honing in on the

scouts ability to hit the target with accuracy. Ample time will be given for shooting.

Archery - Classes will focus on requirements with time for shooting and honing in on
the Scout’s ability to hit the target with accuracy. Ample time will be given for shooting.
Knife Safety - Earn your Whittling Chit by demonstrating proper knife handling and
safety procedures.
Knots - Learn how to tie some of the basic knots and determine their proper uses.

Fire Building- Be taught how to assemble the components of a fire and use them to
build one of three structures.
Shelter Building- Learn the essentials to preparing a solid shelter with minimal
resources.
Orienteering- Discover how to use and compass and map the distance between
targets.
Fishing- Spend some time on the waterfront relaxing and trying to catch fish.

